Proteomic analysis of laser-microdissected paraffin-embedded tissues: (2) MRM assay for stage-related proteins upon non-metastatic lung adenocarcinoma.
A preceding paper suggested 81 candidates of stage-specifically expressed proteins for either stage IA or IIIA by global shotgun proteomics and spectral counting. Six proteins, a subset of these proteins, were chosen for a further verification study since they are potentially soluble and/or secretory, which nature is convenient for detecting them in blood in clinical practice. The multiple-reaction monitoring (MRM) quantitative analysis suggested that napsin-A and anterior gradient protein 2 homolog (hAG-2) out of the 6 candidates would be useful for determining stage IA or IIIA and are related to metastasis. In the study we noted that stage IIIA patients with better outcome showed napsin-A profiles similar to that of stage IA patients. We therefore examined 14 additional patients for analysis, which contained the IA-stage patients of poorer outcome and the IIIA-stage patients of better outcome. The MRM analysis of napsin-A for all patients suggests that napsin-A contents correlate with better outcome in stage IA. This and discovery studies demonstrate that direct isolation of tumor cells alone by laser microdissection (LMD) greatly reduces complexity on comprehensive analyses, and that MRM mass spectrometry using the endogenous internal standard is a feasible technology for quantitative verification of target proteins in formalin-fixed paraffin embedded (FFPE) tissues.